To
All the Principals of Under Graduate Colleges
Under the Jurisdiction of Mahatma Gandhi University, Nalgonda.

Sub: Internal Assessment Test Pattern for the UG courses – Reg.

Sir/Madam,

As per the recommendations of the committee constituted to over see the implementation of Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) at Under Graduate Level and the following is the pattern for the conduct of Internal Assessment for UG Courses under Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) from the Academic Year 2016 -17.

1. The Pattern for the Internal Assessment / Examination for the UG Courses should consist of ten concepts / short answer questions for two marks each i.e., 10 X 2 = 20 Marks.
2. Two Internal Assessment / Examinations should be conducted per Paper per Semester without any retest. Average of the two tests should be taken.
3. The evaluated Internal Assessment answer sheets along with the marks awarded should be submitted to the Examination Branch, Mahatma Gandhi University within a week without fail.
4. The evaluated answer books should be the student concerned and obtain the counter signature of the student.

All the Principals of the concerned colleges are hereby requested to strictly comply with the above pattern for the conduct of the internal assessment at the respective colleges.

Thanking you,

Yours Sincerely
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